USER QUESTION COMMENTS:
1. Had a really strong LLC experience this year. Would be a positive influence.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT/AWARENESS COMMENTS:
1. S. Time management, priorities
   - Too much on his plate, overburden

DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURALISM COMMENTS:
2. Small town, completely white. College is such a great change.
3. People have not always been exposed to diversity. Not be aggressive, but make it clear that it is not okay. We want inclusive communities. Don't need to change opinions, but want a culture of respect.

COMMUNITY BUILDING COMMENTS:
1. Keep my door open. Go sit by them if they are alone. Bio to rooms & talk.
2. Use own experience. Join a club, promote openness in the community.
**STUDENT CONDUCT COMMENTS:**
1. If you don't then there are no boundaries.
   wants to enforce respectfully. Give a sense of community respect.

**CONFLICT MEDIATION COMMENTS:**
1. Understand both points of view, more than surface level. Use personal experiences.
   Contact others when out of hand.

**LEADERSHIP/TEAMWORK COMMENTS:**
4. Saxophone section leader would give kind corrections. Was helpful.
   Using alcohol to escape—Not a good thing to tell freshman.

**ACADEMICS COMMENTS:**
1. LLCP program, similar interests. Study together.
   The close proximity.

**LIVING LEARNING COMMUNITIES COMMENTS:**
1. Honors House—lives there now.
   A. Jeopardy night: Show intellectual side of LLC. Form teams.
   B. Sense of community.
   C. Eastern Iowa observatory center—Astronomy dept.
   2. Have writing center faculty/Authors come in and talk.
      (He’s computer science)
   D. Give left over green house flowers to nursing homes.
2. Lots of promotion, films, Floor meetings, Floor Calendar.
3. 4/5—No time—long winded
4. Hawkeye pride—more general opportunities to learn.
Closing Questions: (Write down questions the candidate asks of you)

1. Experiences w/ the university that others do not.
   Time management, want to support residents.
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   It will do marching band next year.
   Would be great at honors! Long-winded! Wants to know residents. Cute/fun programming that really would be great for honors.

   Understands respectful accountability.
STARTER QUESTION COMMENTS:

1. had a really positive experience with his LLC and enjoys his experience in the residence halls.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT/AWARENESS COMMENTS:

1. S = time management. Looking at a set of tasks and prioritize that list. Improvement = not putting too much on our plate.

DIVERSITY/MULTICULTURALISM COMMENTS:

2. Came from a small town and learning from all the people he has been around while being at Iowa.

3. People come from different experiences and backgrounds that have not had much experience of diversity. Not about changing opinions but changing of respecting the people.

COMMUNITY BUILDING COMMENTS:

1. Open door at all times. In George, saw one of his RA residents and would just sit down with them if they were alone. Going around and talking with people in the floor.

4. Use your personal experiences about doing it; join a club and promote openness among the community.
**Student Conduct Comments:**
2. If you don't have rules and regulations, there are no boundaries; there are incidents where rules are needed and to teach how ppl show respect for the community

**Conflict Mediation Comments:**
1. Understand the points of view of both ppl; use personal experiences about how he would approach; would not get others in the community to be part of it

**Leadership/Teamwork Comments:**
4. Marching band section leaders - informative and nice guy; approach him with changes to improve his skills
   - Another player in section - uses alcohol to make friends and connections

**Academics Comments:**
1. UIC programs is a great way to excel academic success; closeness to similar interest ppl and feel comfortable with those around him

**Living Learning Communities Comments:**
1. Honors House - currently community that he lives in; enjoys the programs that have been completed
2. Jeopardy night - monthly or bi-monthly event; teams - sense of community
   - Observing night - look at the sky and pair up with astronomy dept.
   - Writing workshop - faculty about how they got their, sense of pride about university
   - Greenhouse giveaway - give unused flowers from greenhouse to elderly & assisted living homes and give them to them
3. A lot of promotion in advance; flyers; talk in person about
4. Hawkeye pride - interesting and more general; help students find their fit
CLOSING QUESTIONS: (Write down questions the candidate asks of you)

② experienced a lot don't have with University
  Good at conflict resolutions

GENERAL COMMENTS:
- longer answers but good depth to them
- would win in Honors, but H.P. maybe a challenge for him
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